
 
 
 

QUESTIONS?
 

CONTACT US
 

MELISSA@EDGEZDANCE.COM
 

CELL PHONE
(321) 209 - 3415

 
OFFICE CELL PHONE

(321) 368 - 6671

SHOWING LOVE 
FROM A DISTANCE

PER CDC - LIMITING PHYSICAL CONTACT WITH
NON-HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS

There will be no hugging, fist bumps, high fives, or other
forms of physical contact between students and/or staff
at this time. Please talk to your student prior to arriving
at Edgez Dance to help them understand why we can't
yet have physical interactions with one another. 

Staff and students are to remain in their designated
space and/or dance box and should not make physical
contact with anyone that doesn't live in their household. 

 

EDGEZ DANCE UPDATED POLICIES (7/14/2021)



MASKS

Staff and instructors will be required to wear a mask while in the facility of Edgez Dance.

Dancers will be required to wear a mask while at Edgez Dance, including while actively dancing.

Parents, guardians, and guests who are in the facility of Edgez Dance are also required to be
masked in consideration for our dance family 

Please note all masks are not created the same; if your student doesn't like dancing in a mask
feel free to have them try different styles such as adjustable ties or different materials.

Masks should be worn indoors by all individuals (age 2 and older) who are not fully vaccinated.
Consistent and correct mask use by people who are not fully vaccinated is especially important
indoors and in crowded settings, when physical distancing cannot be maintained.
CDC recommends schools maintain at least 3 feet of physical distance between students within
classrooms, combined with indoor mask-wearing by people who are not fully vaccinated, to
reduce transmission risk. When it is not possible to maintain a physical distance of at least 3 feet,
it is especially important to layer multiple other prevention strategies, such as indoor masking.
Ventilation, handwashing, and respiratory etiquette staying home when sick and getting tested,
contact tracing in combination with quarantine and isolation, and cleaning and disinfection are
also important layers of prevention to keep our studio safe.
Students, teachers, and staff should stay home when they have signs of any infectious illness
and be referred to their healthcare provider for testing and care.

 

CDC Guidance as of July 9th, 2021

At Edgez Dance we serve children under the age of 12 who are not eligible for vaccination at
this time. Therefore, this guidance emphasizes implementing layered prevention strategies
(e.g., using multiple prevention strategies together consistently) to protect people who are not
fully vaccinated, including students, teachers, staff, and other members of their households.

 

EDGEZ DANCE UPDATED POLICIES



WHAT EDGEZ DANCE IS
DOING TO KEEP
DANCERS DAFE

Edgez Dance will be operating at 50%
capacity in the building at all times.
Edgez Dance has purchased disinfecting
solution (meets EPA criteria) to use for
acro dance mats, floors, and high-touch
surfaces.
Edgez Dance will be cleaning all high-
touch surfaces hourly and between
classes.
All dance floors will be disinfected at the
end of each dance day.
Acro Dance classes will have students
on their own mat for our preschool, tiny
and mini programs and will be
disinfected after each use. 
Edgez Dance asks that if you have been
in contact with or have someone in your
household that is sick that you attend
virtually at Edgez Dance.  
Edgez Dance will have door stoppers at
each door to reduce touched surfaces.
Please send your dancer with a bottle of
water with their first & last name on it.
Hand sanitizer is available throughout
the facility.

 

EDGEZ DANCE UPDATED POLICIES

DANCER'S
RESPONSIBILITY

(ARRIVAL/DROP-OFF)

Dancer's that show any signs of sickness
(coughing, runny nose or fever) should
not be brought to Edgez Dance.
Dancer's are encouraged to use the
restroom prior to arriving at the studio
Dancers under the age of 8 should be
walked to the front door of Edgez Dance.
Dancers 9 and up are recommended to
be brought curbside to Edgez Dance to
avoid crossing the street unattended. 
Dancers will be given a “Studio Basket” to
put their personal items in. If it doesn’t fit
in the basket, the dancer can leave the
said item(s) in their car or with their
parent(s) or place them in the bench
cubbies.
If requested by parents or students they
may bring a yoga mat if desired for use
when on the floor.
Upon entering the studio the dancer will
be sent to wash their hands and then
directed to dot on the wall to take off
their street shoes, change into their
dance shoes and wait for class.



DANCER'S
RESPONSIBILITY

(LEAVING/PICK UP)

After class is conducted, the student will be
directed to the benches to change into their
street shoes.
Students will leave the “Studio Basket” in a
pile to be disinfected by Edgez Dance Staff.
Students will take all items brought in with
them and be directed outside to their
parent/guardian’s car
Edgez Dance will be disinfecting all studio
baskets used by students.

 

EDGEZ DANCE UPDATED POLICIES

DANCER'S
RESPONSIBILITY

(IN-STUDIO)

Dancers are required to follow
directions from Edgez Dance Staff in
regards to social distancing at all times
while in the facility!
Dancers will wait on their designated
space as assigned by staff and will be
assigned a dance space within the dance
room.
Dancers must remain in their dance
space as directed by the instructor for
the duration of the class and until
directed to leave.

PARENT'S
RESPONSIBILITY

(IN-STUDIO)

Please drive your vehicle curbside to Edgez
Dance to drop off your dancer(s).
You are welcome to stay in your car as the
dancer exits the vehicle or you can feel free to
walk them in. 
There is a LIMIT OF 1 parent/guardian/guest
per dancer in the facility at this time.

PARENT'S
RESPONSIBILITY

(LEAVING/PICK UP)

We are asking all parents/guardians to
arrive at Edgez Dance at least 5 minutes
prior to the ending of their student’s
class.
We are asking all parents/guardians to
either wait curbside in front of Edgez
Dance or you can also social distance in
the lobby to wait for your dancer.



 

EDGEZ DANCE UPDATED POLICIES

KEEPING UP TO DATE

Edgez Dance will be monitoring for COVID-19 updates from the City of Orlando/State of Florida/CDC
and will adjust policies as deemed necessary.

We ask that parents check their emails for updates.

Parents can also utilize social media (Instagram & Facebook) as an additional source of information.

Due to the nature of the situation, all policies listed above must be followed to be allowed to
participate in activities with Edgez Dance. Edgez Dance reserves the right to remove dancers and/or
their parents from the property of Edgez Dance if they are in violating of policies set in place. 

Parent/Guardians dropping off or picking up a student should be PUNCTUAL to drop-off/pick times
listed in their schedule.

It is a choice to continue dancing at Edgez Dance, if the parent chooses to remain at Edgez Dance,
they will be required to follow all policies put in place to allow Edgez Dance to keep operating safely.

COVID-19 Warning
We have taken enhanced health and safety measures—for you, parents, guardians, and dancers. You
must follow all posted instructions while visiting Edgez Dance.

An inherent risk of exposure to COVID-19 exists in any public place where people are present. COVID-19 is
an extremely contagious disease that can lead to severe illness and death. According to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, senior citizens and guests with underlying medical conditions are
especially vulnerable.

By visiting Edgez Dance, you voluntarily assume all risks related to exposure to COVID-19.


